GUIDE TO ESTIMATING MEDICAL WRITING PROJECTS
PROJECT

TA S K D E S C R I P T I O N S

T I M E E S T I M AT E S

NOTES

BROCHURE

Compose informational or marketing
pamphlet by organizing content with
appropriate labels and working with
designer to create overall graphic
concept, including applicable photos or
images. Add referencing and obtain
permissions as needed.

16-32 hours

Time varies depending on size, scope, availability
of graphic elements, amount of primary research/
references required and complexity of clinical data
presented.

C A S E S T U DY

Interview client; write, edit and proof
customer’s story (profile).

4-7 hours

Assumes an average of 800-1000 words.

C L I N I C A L S T U DY
R E P O R T (C S R )

Research clinical study, detail methods
and results, develop detailed document
discussing efficacy and safety of the trial.

80+ hours

A CSR’s length varies (30-500 pages). The hours will be
estimated depending on the trial complexity, data
analysis, and more.

CME
MONOGRAPH

Research, write, develop bibliography,
edit, proof and create Q&A, all following
ACCME standards.

40-80 hours

Assumes an average of 4,000-8,000 words. Time may
vary according to materials provided.

CONFERENCE
C OV E R AG E

Attend conference, gather data (tape,
digital photos of slide presentations or
posters, handwritten notes,) interview
experts on-site as needed and complete
additional research as required. Write
summary of session(s).

3-6 hours per 1 meeting hour

Includes time to attend meeting and summarize
information in appropriate format. Time varies by
complexity of topic.

EXECUTIVE
S U M M A RY

Write a detailed synopsis that
summarizes entire study or report
(includes problem statement, relevant
context or background information,
proposed alternatives or solutions and
key conclusions).

6-12 hours

Assumes an average of one page; included as an
independent section at the beginning of the report; can
either substitute for or complement an abstract.

E F F I C AC Y
S U M M A RY

Document review, write sections,
submit for expert (SME) review.

25-100 hours

Time varies depending on materials provided, number of
clinical studies to summarize and complexity of product.

I N V E S T I G ATO R
BROCHURE

Original – Draft outline and submit for
SME review. Request permissions as
required. Assumes the protocol and
journal manuscript are complete.

100-200+ hours

Time varies depending on product history and the clinical
impact of the product. Also includes time for adjudication
of reviewers’ comments and final quality check of the
product.

Update – Draft outline, write manuscript
(includes bibliography, tables/graphics)
and submit for expert (SME) review.
Obtain permissions required.

60-100 hours

(Product information)
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L I T E R AT U R E
REVIEW

Research topic, compile sources, develop
bibliography and submit for final review.

NEEDS
ASSESSMENT

10-18 hours
Research current data, write document,
conduct expert interviews as needed, and
provide references. Identify Gaps and
Solutions for ACCME.

Assumes an average length of 500-1500 word.
Time may vary according to materials provided.

NEWSLETTER

Gather details; write, edit, and proof
5-10 hours
informational newsletter for print or
electronic use. Work with art director to
lay out in graphical format with any
applicable images; provide permissions as
needed.

Assumes 1 to 2-page newsletter with graphics. Time
varies depending on information provided beforehand
as well as pre-existing template. Number of interviews
can extend time.

PAT I E N T
BROCHURE

Meet to review creative brief (scope and
18-24 hours
project objectives); discuss “look and feel”
of brochure with art director and prepare
outline of topics, including major
headlines; write draft copy and prepare
revised draft with annotations for medical
or legal review. Revised based on
feedback.

Assumes 6-8 page brochure; requires understanding
of DDMAC guidelines for patient information, including
presentation of efficacy and safety information if
written for pharma.

PEER-REVIEWED
JOURNAL
MANUSCRIPT

Write manuscript (includes
bibliography, tables/graphics) and
undergo expert (SME) review, revising as
necessary. Request permissions required.
(ICMJE Standards)

40-60 hours

Assumes an average manuscript length of 2,500 –
5,000 words.

POSTER

Includes abstract, write content for body
of poster and generate tables, references
and graphs as needed.

20-30 hours

Time varies depending on material provided. Includes
adjudicating review and comments from author.

POWERPOINT
P R E S E N TAT I O N S

Write and format slides from data and
references; provide notes where
indicated; obtain permissions as required.

25-30 hours

Assumes 30-40 slides per 60-minute presentation.
Also assumes references and permissions are
provided to author.

50-80 hours
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PRODUCT
M A N UA L (medical

devices, software
applications, equipment)

Meet with SMEs, gather materials, review
existing documents, create detailed
outline, and write content for medical
device, system, or equipment. Capture
and include screen shots, table of
contents, appendices, tables/flowcharts,
and graphics.

P R O TO C O L S ,
CLINICAL
STUDIES

Meet with experts as needed, compile
60-150 hours
relevant material and review content with
clinical review committee.

Assumes expert input and access to template,
Investigator Brochure and other relevant regulatory
documents.

SCIENTIFIC
ARTICLE

Research topic and develop a fully
referenced medical or scientific report on
subject appropriate for print and online
publications.

10-14 hours

Assumes 1,000 words per article. Time depends on
amount of research.

TRAINING VIDEO/
S I M U L AT I O N

Write narrative script; record mouse
movements, record voice narration, add
applicable call-out messages to video
and generate .avi or other movie files.

3-5 hours per video

Assumes a 1 to 3 minute demonstration video clip used
for training purposes, highlighting specific feature or
process of online application, process or software.
Utilizes video capturing software to compose clips.

W H I T E PA P E R

Research topic, draft manuscript with
executive summary (includes
tables/illustrations), obtain permissions
for graphics as needed, edit and proof.

20-60 hours

Time estimates vary depending on word count and
quality of source material.

70-100+ hours

Time varies depending on feedback process, existing
documentation, length of manual, and complexity of
product and writer’s knowledge base. Result is
printed/online book ready for costumer use or FDA
submission, including front and back matter, as well as
necessary appendices.

Note: This document is not intended to address all types and levels of projects. It is a tool for estimating “average” projects in
size and complexity. Since every project is unique, we recommend a professional writer be involved in developing the final plan
and estimate. Additional time required for meetings, teleconferences and emails are unique to each client/project and should
be factored into the final estimate as well. © 2019 Copyright by Writing Assistance, Inc. This document may be printed, republished and distributed as long as it is not altered.
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